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Distributed Public Governance:
Agencies, Authorities and Other Autonomous Bodies
in the Netherlands
by
Ronald Van Oosteroom*
1.

The wider state sector and the machinery of government

1.1. Background of creation of agencies in the Netherlands
In the context of English-speaking countries, the term agency is used as an
umbrella concept for different forms of what is called in the Dutch context “privatisation” (i.e. devolution and delegation of power to more autonomous bodies). To
assist in understanding the Dutch situation, this paper will discuss first a conceptual
framework which runs as a thread through this chapter. The term agency covers in
the Netherlands both the Dutch “agencies” and the independent administrative
bodies (ZBOs) which can be best described as follows:
• An agency is a service that is part of a ministry and is subject to a differentiated set of administrative and financial management rules. Ministerial
responsibility remains unchanged. The differentiation can be best described
by the following: Agencies are supposed to apply results-oriented management in combination with an income and expenditure administration. They
are monitored on performance criteria and their budget presentation is in
terms of performance and costs, whereas ministries still have a cash/liabilities
administration.
• A ZBO governed by public law is not part of a ministry but is definitely part
of the public sector. Ministerial responsibility is then specifically defined.
Financial and administrative management rules are tailor-made to the ZBO.
There are two types of ZBOs within this category: Those that are legally part
of the state and those that have their own legal personality and are thus
separate from the state.
* Ronald Van Oosteroom is Head, Management Control, Directorate of Budget Affairs,
Ministry of Finance.
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• A ZBO governed by civil law is not per se an integral part of the public sector,
but does perform a public task. A specifically defined ministerial responsibility applies to this specific task. Management rules are those that apply to
the private sector.
The historical context is relevant for understanding the current situation. The
ZBO model dates back to the 1980s, when certain services were designated for the
first time as ZBO.
Figure 1.
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The most important characteristic of the ZBO model is that ministers cannot
be held responsible for all the aspects of the operation of the ZBO. This is mainly
due to the type of tasks that ZBOs have to carry out:
• when the task itself is specific, does not include some general policy-making,
and requires an independent judgement;
• when the activities of the body require direct involvement from different
sections of society;
• when the tasks of the entity consist of policy implementation on individual
cases that has bearing on a large number of individuals for which the law
has described tight boundaries and from which individual citizens enjoy
complete legal protection. Independence of implementation is guaranteed
by this organisational form.
At the beginning of the 1990s, the Netherlands Chamber of Audit severely criticised the organisational form of ZBOs. Its criticisms included that of unjustified limitation of ministerial responsibility, inadequate rules for monitoring ZBOs’ activities
and neglect of management. In a number of cases, the ZBO model was used to avoid
management rules of ministries which were considered too burdensome.
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A second historical development regarded the Accounting System Operation,
a large-scale operation that was started in the mid-1980s. Its aim was to improve
the management and control of expenditure, through, among other things, the
introduction of commitment cash-accounting. This meant the registration not only
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of cash expenditure but also of obligations that could lead to future cash expenditure. At the same time a great deal of attention was paid to improving the financial
control of the ministries and obtaining statements of approval from accountants.
At that time management concentrated on input factors. The Accounting System
Operation was rounded off at the beginning of the 1990s.
By then there was demand for a new impulse for financial management within
central government. The phase in which the control of expenditure was central was
superseded by a phase in which a lot of attention was paid to the quality of operational management. The agency model was created for implementing services in
which management according to profits (products and cost prices) was a real possibility. The nature of the necessary differentiation is partly financial (accrual
accounting, an unlimited end-of-year margin) and partly administrative (management from a distance, more power with regard to recruitment and selection of personnel and with regard to the numbers of staff).
The Dutch agency model was introduced in 1994 partly as an internal alternative to the ZBOs. The goal was to create bodies which could avoid applying some
of the management rules of ministries, without limiting ministerial responsibility.
The report “Becoming Independent Responsibly” introduced a step-by-step
plan according to which the most suitable management-organisational design can
be determined for the government’s task. Questions to be used were the following:
• Is the task of public interest? If not, then there is no reason at all for the government to take responsibility; termination of the task (disposal) is appropriate. If
there is a collective interest, the government in principle has a responsibility.
• Is it a government task? If it is determined that the government does not need
to carry out the task itself and if the task can also be carried out by a private
structure within the market system, privatisation is then appropriate. The form
of privatisation is determined by the required type of government intervention.
• If it is a task that government should perform, then the question is which
level of management should be carrying it out? This is really the question of
the desirability of making lower government responsible for activities that
central government had carried out up until then.
• Is it necessary to limit ministerial accountability? Are there urgent reasons
for transferring the minister’s (managerial) authority? When this appears to
be the case, the task should be carried out by an independent administrative body (ruled by public law).
• Assuming that there is no reason for transferring ministerial accountability,
is it then desirable to apply different control and management rules? If the
answer is positive, then the hierarchical subordination to the minister continues to exist, but steering and management rules shall be adjusted.
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Considerations about which cases are best suited to becoming a ZBO and
which to an agency have been answered – and are still being answered – according to this framework. The formation of ZBOs means that these institutions remain
a part of public authorities, but not of the state.
1.2. A model of differentiation
The agency model was introduced under the flag of differentiation in rules of
control. This differentiation is obviously not a goal itself, but a means to achieve
greater efficiency. For many years efficiency has been given largely a financial connotation; it was interpreted as producing and supplying services more cheaply.
Since the first government-encompassing evaluation of the agency model (1997/98),
a number of characteristics of the agency model have altered. The focus on efficiency has now been directed towards three aspects:
• a lower cost price of the product or service;
• a higher quality of the product or service;
• a higher quality of the organisation.
The last aspect was added as a result of the introduction of management control into central government. An organisation that is in control has greater opportunities for guiding and managing, because processes are more predictable and
more manageable. In a few cases, savings were expected of an agency right from
the start. In most cases, however, no such task was imposed.
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Differentiation can be divided roughly into two forms. The first form is managerial differentiation. Agencies have been given their own separate identity. This differentiation has taken shape by distinguishing a number of roles: the contractor (the
agency), the principal (chiefly, the policy department), and the owner (chiefly, the
[deputy] secretary-general). The relationship between the agency and the principal is characterised by making agreements in advance about the products and services that will be supplied and giving account of their realisation with hindsight.
Thus, within this relationship, management is in terms of achievements and cost
prices. An internal market has been created. Some agencies have several clients,
others only one. Most agencies function more or less as a monopoly. For the internal customer, one can often speak of a forced truck system. The role of the owner
is essential in allowing the internal market to function. The importance of the role
of the owner was underestimated for a long time; it is, however, the oil in the
machinery. The owner approves the cost price model, agrees with investment policy
and risk policy, and safeguards the quality of the management control system.
Transparency is a key factor in the working of the agency model. Table 1 provides
a useful summary of these roles.
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Table 1.
Type of roles

Types of roles
Holder of the role

1. Contractor (agency)

The implementing service

2. Owner

The (deputy) secretary-general

3. Principal

The policy department

4. Supervisor

Management staffs (among other):
• Financial-economic affairs
• Internal audit division

5. Client

Those who purchase products and services:
• Citizens or a cross-section of citizens
• Principal (internal client)
Ministry of Finance

6. Banker

The second form of differentiation is administrative differentiation. Up until
recently, agencies were the only services that made use of accrual accounting
instead of commitment-cash accounting. This involves, among other things, creating reserves; drawing up a balance, a cash-flow review and a profit-and-loss
account; the creation and maintenance of internal capital. Accrual accounting provides better opportunities for determining cost prices than the commitment-cash
accounting system.
1.3. Size of agency sector
As of 1 January 2001 there were 23 agencies linked to the Dutch central Government. The first agencies came into being on 1 January 1994. Table 2 contains a
summary of government tasks being implemented by agencies. It also shows in
which year each agency was set up and under which ministry it resides, and its
turnover and internal capital.
A pattern is starting to crystallise with regard to services that become agencies. These are implementing services and inspectorates. As the agency creation
movement is not over yet, a growing number of these services are being privatised internally into agencies. Some inspectorates are being privatised externally
into ZBOs. This is the case when a restriction in ministerial accountability is advisable. At the same time it is sometimes the case that a ZBO that had been put at
too great a distance is reinstated as an agency within the boundaries of a ministry.
What will remain within the mnistries – in the long-term – is a nucleus involving policy that does not seem suited to the agency model. At the moment the
Netherlands is on the threshold of a spate of new agencies. Large services such as
the Tax Authorities, the Crown Lands Services and the government Department for
the Inspection of Livestock and Meat will obtain this status in the near future.
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Table 2.

Summary of government tasks implemented by agencies

Ministry

Name of agency

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Centre for promoting imports from developing
countries (1998).

Ministry of Justice

Immigration and Naturalisation Service (1994),
Judicial Institutions Department (1995),
Central Justice Collection Agency (1996).

Ministry of Internal Affairs

Public Servants Information Department (1995),
Central Archive Selection Department (1997),
Organisation for Information and Communication
Technology (1998), National Police Force (1998),
Personal Details and Travelling Documents Record
Department (1999)

Ministry of Education, Culture and Science

Central Finances Institutions (1996),
National Archives Department (1996).

Ministry of Defence

Buildings Works and Grounds Department (1996),
Defence Telematics Organisation (1998).

Ministry of Public Housing, Spatial Planning
and Environmental Management

National Buildings Department (1999).

Ministry of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (1995),
Radio Communication Department (1996).

Ministry of Economic Affairs

Senter (1994), Economic Information Department
(2001).

Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management
and Fisheries

Plant Protection Services (1994), Collection Office
(1998), Laser (1999).

Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport

Medicine Assessment Board (1996), Inspectorate
for Health Protection, Goods and Veterinary Affairs
(2000).

There are even plans, for example, for the Department of Public Works and the
Public Prosecutor’s Department to possibly become agencies in the future.
The share agencies have in the total national budget can be measured
according to two criteria, i.e. the number of employees, and the level of expenses
or expenditure. Each criterion gives a totally different picture in the Netherlands.
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Looking at the number of employees, on 1 January 2001 agencies had approximately 30% share in the total civil service. Taking anticipated growth into account, this
share is expected to increase to 80% by the end of 2004. On the one hand, this is due to
the creation of new agencies (including the Tax Authorities which employ 20% of all civil
servants). On the other hand, this is due to the cutbacks in the civil service as a whole.
The Central Statistical Office, for example, is going to be turned into an independent
administrative body and will no longer be considered part of the civil service.
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The level of expense of agencies in comparison with the expenditure of the
national budget paints a completely different picture. At 1 January 2001 the share
was approximately 4% and will be between 5-10% at the end of 2004. This can be
explained by the distinction between expenditure on apparatus and expenditure
on programmes. The agencies only spend on apparatus (personnel and material).
The funds for programmes are still the responsibility of the policy departments.
For example, there is an agency that provides subsidies (programme-expenditure). Depletion in terms of expenditure is settled up with the relevant policy
department. The only exception at the moment is the Government Buildings Services, whereby the stockpile of buildings has been brought under the responsibility of the agency.
1.4.Size of ZBO sector
As already indicated the ZBO sector is not as uniform as the agency sector.
The numbers in Table 3 are based on clusters of institutions.
Table 3.

Size of the ZBO sector

ZBO Form

Number

ZBO governed by public law – part of state

55

ZBO governed by public law – independent from state

77

ZBO governed by civil law

207

Examples of public law ZBOs that are part of the state are the Electoral Council, the Commission for Equal Treatment, the Rent Tribunals and the Central
Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers. Likewise there are examples of public law ZBOs that do not belong to the state: the Information Management Group,
National Forest Service Netherlands and the Land Registry. Examples of civil law
ZBOs are the Securities Board of the Netherlands, the Dutch Central Bank, the
Netherlands Probation and After-Care Foundation and the Periodic Motor Vehicle
Test Inspection Centres.
Finally it is important to mention that funding methods can differ. Some ZBOs
are funded from a ministry budget, and some from collection of national insurance
contributions, or tariffs.
2.

Legal and organisational framework

In the Netherlands the relevant procedures and rules of accountability
between the professional ministry, the Ministry of Finance, the Netherlands
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Chamber of Audit and the States-General are stipulated in the Government
Accounting Act. Further elaboration is contained in the national budget regulations. Establishing agencies and ZBOs is regulated according to a single article in
the Government Accounting Act. This states that all forms of privatisation must
take place with the approval of the Ministers of Finance and Home Affairs. After
their approval and following its consideration by the Council of Ministers, a privatisation plan is sent to the Lower House. The Lower House then has 30 days in
which to ask questions or to organise a general discussion. If they do not do this,
agreement is automatic after these 30 days.
Apart from this law, a number of other regulations are also pertinent both for
establishment and for general functioning. There is, for example, a regulation on
conditions with regard to capital, which regulates the realisation of posts in the
opening balance and lays down norms for internal capital. There is also a loan and
deposit facility regulation, containing rules for using an internal power to take out
loans and make deposits. The national budget regulations contain the relevant
requirements with a view to the planning and control cycle of the parent ministry.
At the moment a regulation is being drafted for rules on reporting, in which reporting (national and international) is polarised towards central government. It precludes a number of alternatives.
Establishment procedures apply in addition to laws and legislation. These lay
down requirements which must be fulfilled by a potential agency in order to
obtain the formal status of agency. To what extent this is the case is determined by
the Council of Ministers, based on the advice of a supervisory privatisation team
comprised of experts from the Ministry of Finance and from the Ministry of Home
Affairs and Royal Relations. These requirements include:
1. Having an unambiguous management model. The environment is mapped out
in terms of roles (owner, principal, contractor, banker, client, supervisor)
and responsibilities (decisions, payment and earnings). In addition
financial flows and data flows are coupled to this. This condition is
intended at setting up an unequivocal management model for agencies.
2. Having measurable products, services and quality indicators. The criteria provide
clarity regarding the possibility of results-oriented management in the
agency.
3. Describing the operational processes. The description must clarify the connection between the internal planning and monitoring cycle, the identified
products and services and the applicable cost prices.
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4. Setting up a cost price model which links the identified products and services with the
expenditure ascribed to the periods. The cost price model offers insight into the
possibility of offering products and services cost effectively.
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5. Establishing a system promoting efficiency which clearly states from the start the indicators on which to base assessment of efficiency in the results-oriented management
model combined with the revenues and charges system.
6. Having an internal, results-oriented planning and control cycle and harmonised external planning and control cycle. It is necessary that management and control
rules by the agency are in line with those of the parent ministry.
7. Formulating policy with regard to risk. The aim is to agree in advance on possible risks and clarify responsibilities of both the parent ministry and the
agency.
8. Drawing up an opening balance scenario in order to decrease the risk of late or incomplete completion of the opening balance.
9. Drawing up a plan for getting financial management up to scratch. The objective is
to ensure that financial management is adequate for a results-oriented
management model and that necessary measures for its improvement
are clearly stated. Agencies are required to have a more sophisticated
financial management than ministries.
10. Having a statement of approval from an accountant. Although it does not provide
any real guarantees on the structure of financial management, it is a condition requested by the Lower Chamber. The absence of the report usually means that the improvements to be made are so extensive that
there would not be enough time to implement them.
11. Having had a trial run in a results-oriented management in order to ensure the accuracy of products and services which have been identified for the internal and external
planning and monitoring cycles.
12. Having undergone a trial run with accrual accounting in order to ensure some experience of modern accounting has been acquired so that the chances of major problems in
financial management are reduced.
Much of this legislation has not yet been drawn up for ZBOs. Though it is true
that establishing ZBOs falls under the Government Accounting Act, the national
budget regulations do not apply. Some necessary changes have been taking place
since 2000. For example, a bill has been drafted for using a directive to oblige
ZBOs to maintain their liquid assets in the Treasury and that makes a loan facility
available to them via the Treasury. Until then the ZBOs could borrow and lend
money in the private sector. Because they use public resources, and central government can, by definition, borrow at the cheapest rates, this possibility has been
removed. Draft framework legislation is also underway giving pointers as to what
the rules should be for establishing a ZBO, and at the very least what they should
be regarding ministerial responsibilities and ZBO reporting mechanisms to the
parent ministry.
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The creation of an agency or a ZBO needs to be approved by the Lower
House of Parliament. This is preceded by an evaluation by the Ministers of
Finance and Home Affairs and the approval of the Council of Ministers. Agencies
are thus set up by means of a resolution and ZBOs by means of legislation. The
reason for this difference lies in the fact that ministerial accountability is limited in
the ZBOs and the States-General has to approve this.
In June 2001, the Minister of Finance indicated in the Lower Chamber that the
establishment rules for agencies will be applied as much as possible to the establishment of new ZBOs, at least to ZBOs that are funded collectively. However, the
establishment of the steering relationship between ZBOs and the parent ministry
has to take into account the need to provide a certain autonomy and independence to ZBOs, which is the very reason for their establishment.
3.

Governance structure

3.1. Roles of owner, principal, contractor, client, banker and supervisor
An agency’s relationship with its parent ministry is determined by the functions determined in the agency model i.e. the roles of owner, principal, contractor
(= agency), client, banker and supervisor. This is shown schematically in Figure 2.
Figure 2.

Roles of owner, principal, contractor, client, banker and supervisor
Supervisor

Principal

• Product policy
framework
• Budgeting
• Pricing policy
• Product portfolio
• Assignment procedure
• p x q financing

Owner

Agency

Client
• p x q financing

• Competencies/responsibilities
• Management control system
• Cost price model
• Investment policy
• Financing policy
• Risk management
• Reporting rules

Banker
• Loan facility
• Deposit facility
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• Current-account facilities
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The role of owner is generally filled by the (deputy) secretary-general of the
parent ministry. It is important that the owner approves agency policies on investment, finance and risk, as well as the cost price model and the management control system, and, where appropriate, the regulations on reporting. The owner can
obtain advice from all types of management staff (such as financial/economic
affairs, internal audit division and the personnel department). The division of
responsibilities and powers and the internally relevant agreements will be laid
down in a separate covenant.
The role of the client often rests upon a citizen or a cross-section of citizens in
society. The client purchases products and services. Cabinet policy is that this
should, in principle, take place cost-effectively. When there are policy reasons for
departing from this, then the difference is charged to the contractor since the
agency must recoup all its costs. In that case the customer and commissioner bear
the cost price jointly. Clients, however, may not always be outside central government. For example, the Government Buildings Services have the ministries themselves as clients. Some agencies have a board of clients in order to communicate
with clients about their range of products.
The role of principal is generally filled by a policy department of the parent
ministry. The principal determines the agency’s tasks that are aimed at realising
the policy objectives of the policy department.
The Ministry of Finance fulfils the role of banker. Investments approved by the
owner will be provided in the form of interest-bearing loans, which need to be repaid.
The banker is only interested in receiving the interest due and the repayment.
The role of supervisor is a double role: 1) Supervision of the operational management of the agency. Every minister has various management staff (such as
financial-economic affairs, internal audit division and the personnel department)
who supervise operational management on behalf of the owner; 2) Supervising the
implementation of policy is, in principle, in the hands of the principal. In some
cases, supervision might be arranged separately, possibly even outside the
boundaries of a ministry.
3.2. Governing structure and appointment mechanisms
Agencies are part of ministries. Their staff and management are largely the
same. A director is in charge, or in a number of cases – very large services – a
director-general (Government Buildings Services, Tax Authorities and Department
of Public Works). There is no Governing Board or Board of Directors. The same
applies more or less to the ZBOs.
The rules governing the appointment of executive positions within the agencies are identical to those for other ministry departments. These appointments
fall under the responsibility of the secretary-general of a ministry. In practice one
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sees that the management of agencies participates in mobility planning within the
ministry. The conditions of employment for these executives are the same as
those for other civil servants. There is no special regime. Within the agencies it is
possible to work with special incentive policies, which do not have to fit the incentives framework of the ministry. Employment conditions can be different in ZBOs.
When this is the case, it is recorded in the law establishing them. A number of laws
establishing ZBOs explicitly state that their employment conditions are the same
as those for civil servants. This is to avoid employment conditions being taken
into consideration as improper arguments (from a control point of view) in decision-making on the most suitable management-organisational style.
Salary levels of agency executives are the same as those in ministries. The
conditions of employment have been laid down in regulations. A study was carried out in the year 2000 to find out whether the salary scales of agency executives
were in proper proportion to the scales in policy departments. A number of
adjustments were recommended in order to put salaries into a similar position.
Other benefits are very similar also, and they clearly differ from those in private
industry. The attribution of a company car, for example, is a rare occurrence. Salaries and other benefits are public information.
4.

Resources and budget process

Before having an agency status, services used input budgeting and received a
lump sum budget from parent departments. Ideally, once they have agency status,
agencies have to put in place output budgeting, and have to cover all their costs
with the sale of products and services.
Agencies which have been created since 1 January 2000 satisfy this approach.
However, this ideal has not yet been achieved for a large proportion of agencies.
Internal management is based on output management. However, most of their
funding still often comes from the attribution of a lump sum by parent ministries.
In some cases, income is also obtained from other ministries. This is referred to as
working for second parties.
A very limited amount of work is done for third parties. This refers to income
obtained from contractors other than central government. This type of income
often involves competition with private industry. This is not considered advisable.
Instructions on the market and government stipulate in which situations this may
be done and how one should enter into competition (including cost price calculation). For example, the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute was forced to divest
itself of commercial weather forecasting in favour of the market.
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An agency is part of a ministry. Communication with Parliament takes place as
an inherent component of the parent ministry’s communication. For example, the
budget and accountability of the agency are a component of the budget and
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accountability of the parent ministry. It includes as many achievement indicators
as possible to give an impression of how a given agency is performing.
ZBOs cannot be treated as a uniform group. Some of the budget of ZBOs partially or entirely comes from the contribution from parent ministries, so they are
controlled through the usual budget process. For ZBOs whose budget comes from
their own cost recovery processes, the parent ministry approved the level and
nature of these fees, tariffs, premiums, etc.
5.

Policy coherence, oversight and accountability mechanisms

5.1. Maintaining policy coherence
The issue of maintaining policy co-ordination is of a different scope for agencies and ZBOs. There is no problem maintaining policy coherence with agencies.
The exchange of information between the policy department placing the order
and the agency, both with regard to fulfilling orders and with regard to providing
the policy department with the information it wants, is laid down in a covenant.
This covenant can be adjusted if necessary. It is not an act or legislation.
The question is more complex in the case of the ZBOs. Formally, information
exchanges as well as monitoring and control processes should be regulated in the
legislation regulating their establishment. This is not always the case, which leads
to some shortcomings in information exchanges and monitoring. An amendment in
the law is then necessary, or the minister has to issue a directive. Both are seen as
weighty management measures and are therefore employed only in exceptional
cases.
5.2. Reporting systems
Reporting and control systems of agencies are part of the general management control systems of the parent ministry. This does not apply to ZBOs. In general, the act establishing ZBOs stipulates that their annual accounts need to be
checked by an external accountant and presented to the parent ministry. In special cases a parent ministry can request specific supplementary information.
Supervision of the activities of a ZBO is mostly carried out by the policy department and sometimes independently of a ministry. This was the case at least for a
long time for social security and it is still the case for health care.
The Minister of Finance has a supervisory role over other ministries for budget preparation and implementation, accounting, and budget control. The supervision of ZBOs is organised indirectly. From the point of view of individual
ministerial accountability, each minister is responsible for his own ZBO. In supervising the other ministries, the Ministry of Finance supervises the ZBOs of these
other ministries.
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5.3. Performance
The performance of agencies is determined through evaluations. These evaluations check to what extent the agencies still fulfil the conditions of their establishment, to what extent there exist some efficiency gains, etc. Annual performance
indicators are used to measure the achievements of the goals laid down by the policy departments.
Agencies have Strategic Plans and Business Plans. A great deal of variety
exists on the extent to which performance and budget are linked. It is only in the
most recently established agencies which use performance budgeting methods
that budgets and performance are directly related to one another.
If conflict over performance arises between an agency and the policy department placing an order, this is resolved by the (deputy) secretary-general in his
role as owner.
5.4. External scrutiny
There is no direct relationship with Parliament. The provision of information
takes place primarily via the budget and the parent ministry’s Annual Report. Control over the agency is performed by the internal audit division or by external
accountants by order of the responsible minister. The Netherlands Chamber of
Audit supervises the quality of financial management and accountability.
Regulations on the means of challenging decisions made by agencies or
obtaining redress from administrative authorities are no different from those for
the normal ministry departments.
6.

Evaluation, lessons learnt and recent developments

Most agencies developed from a situation in which input management was
the central management philosophy. The strengths and weaknesses both involve
primarily the culture of the organisation. If the culture is open to change and business-like then it is possible to introduce a results-oriented management model. In
addition, the type of task carried out must be appropriate. Tasks with measurable
products (and fairly mass-production in nature) are usually a sound basis for the
implementation of results-oriented management.
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When an agency is established, an evaluation condition is included in the
statute. The idea behind this is not to threaten ending the status of agency. It is up
to the parent ministry itself to formulate any consequences involving personnel.
For the rest, the approach is not different from regular departments. When agencies do not fulfil their performance targets, the main sanction is that the results of
the evaluation are made public. When problems appear, the States-General will
demand a plan for solving it quickly, often on the advice of the Netherlands Chamber
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of Audit. At the moment, dismantling agencies is no longer an option. The idea is
to get the whole government apparatus to work in a more target-oriented way
(report: “From Budget Policy to Accounting for Policy” [Van beleidsbegroting tot beleidsverantwoording]). Furthermore, the decision has been taken that in principal the
whole government should work towards implementing accrual accounting. This
should reduce the distance between the better and poorer performers.
For ZBOs it may be recorded in the Establishment Act that the minister is
authorised to appoint and dismiss administrators. Reversing the status of a ZBO
does occur. The extent of ministerial accountability is the determining factor here.
This can be altered over time. For example, in the first quarter of 2001, the decision was made to withdraw two ZBOs, the Supervisory Committee for Social Insurance and the European Social Fund model. Likewise a foundation was recently
recalled by the Minister of Justice (Foundation Study Centre for the Administration
of Justice) and a private limited company by the Minister of Economic Affairs.
By formulating performance indicators, an attempt is made each year to measure progress in realising the aims of the agencies. This is not possible in all cases
and an evaluation of the agency is then required. In practice, however, it has
proven very difficult to find out whether or not the aims of the agency have been
realised. The explanation is often that the definition of products, services and
quality indicators were altered shortly after the agency was established. Managing
in a results-oriented way seems to require different points of application. To
improve this, nowadays a trial run in a results-oriented management model is
required prior to commencing. For the rest, the first government-encompassing
evaluation showed clear signs that individual agencies are achieving efficiency
profits and quality improvements.
Apart from the evaluation of individual agencies, a government-encompassing evaluation of the agency model is carried out once every four years. This evaluation is supposed to show to what extent the existing agencies are functioning
efficiently and what adjustments to the agency model are necessary. The results of
this government-encompassing evaluation are presented to Parliament’s Lower
House.
6.1. Recent developments
Based on the first government-encompassing evaluation of the agency model
in 1998, a number of large adjustments have been carried out. These are summarised below. It is important to keep in mind that the main budget system in the
Netherlands is still integrated commitment-cash accounting and that accrual
accounting can only be implemented at the level of agencies (as components of
ministries) and ZBOs.
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• Strengthening the requirements for establishing agencies. In the beginning there
were three requirements that the agencies needed to fulfil. They included
having :
1) identifiable products and services;
2) more efficient working methods;
3) a statement of approval from an accountant.
These requirements were an insufficient incentive prior to the start for an
agency to achieve immediate maximum quality improvements. After the
start, therefore, another sizeable increase in quality was still necessary.
Following criticism from the Netherlands Chamber of Audit and Parliament
about the functioning of these services, the requirements were made
more concrete and checking the fulfilment of these requirements by the
Ministries of Finance and Internal Affairs was tightened up (for details on
new requirements, please refer to Section 2).
• Introduction of a facility for loans and deposits. Accrual accounting was incomplete
at the introduction of the agency model. Investments – both for replacement and expansion – had to be funded from their internal capital. There
were seldom sufficient reserves, which meant that the parent ministry had
to find funds from its own budget, which did not always take place in the
year that would have been optimal for investment. This involved the
agency in the management of input and results. When the actual EMU balance had sufficient funds according to the 3% norm (1998), it was decided to
introduce a loan facility, so that agencies could borrow directly from the
Ministry of Finance for their investments. The loan facility is only available
for financing assets and not for corporate finance. Agencies pay interest on
loans at market prices. Its counterpart, a deposit facility, was also introduced, under which temporary surplus means can be set aside at interests
conforming to market rates.
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• Regulating the financial starting point. Negotiations on the internal capital that
the agency was to receive from the parent ministry always took place when
the agency was established. The negotiations over this allocation were complicated. Discussions about passing on historical depreciation were held
because there were no opportunities for investment loans. Agencies now
purchase the balance of long-term possessions of the parent ministry, and
finance this with a loan from the Ministry of Finance. The initial burden of
interest is reimbursed to the contractor. The net working capital is also purchased. A positive net working capital is paid back in the first year of existence. If the net working capital is negative, then there is a claim on the
parent ministry. In this way internal capital remains zero.
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• Maximising the agency’s own capital. Lower and upper limits have been laid
down for the size of an agency’s internal capital. Internal capital is only
intended to fulfil a buffer function. The loan facility has superseded the
financing function. An agency’s internal capital may not exceed 5% of the
average turnover during the past three years. This is to stimulate agencies
to allow profits to flow back towards the customers (often citizens) or the
contractors (policy departments within the parent ministry). After all, agencies are attempting to be self-supporting, but not profit-making. Too high an
internal capital can be reduced by a single dividend payment to the owner
(the secretary-general of the parent ministry) or by tariff reduction. Too low
an internal capital – in any case when it is negative – must be replenished
by tariff increases or a single exceptional contribution from the owner.
• Increased attention to management control. In recent years, the Netherlands
Chamber of Audit has expressed a great deal of criticism about the quality
of financial management of the agencies. It is true that it is more sophisticated than financial management in ministries (which still apply commitment-cash accounting and input management), but there is room for
improvement. Attention has now been broadened to include operational
management, with respect to ensuring that all primary and supporting processes are in control. Implementation of this approach has already made
the most progress in the agencies and is being perfected.
• Introduction of the status of temporary agency. A recent development (March 2001) is
that some ZBOs have been drawn back under ministerial responsibility.
These organisations already use accrual accounting and plan to work according to the results-oriented management model of the agencies. In general
they do not fulfil the set-up requirements with regard to a results-oriented
management model. Because it would not be efficient to abolish accrual
accounting first and then reintroduce it when the set-up requirements have
been met, they have been given a temporary status. This means that these
requirements must be met within a maximum period of three years. In order
to achieve this, representatives of the Ministries of Finance and Home Affairs
draw up an inception screening and a plan of approach.
• Assistance for the different aspects of the change process. The conversion to an agency
involves a complex change process. To support this, plans for assistance
have been drawn up and best practices collected by the Ministry of
Finance. These relate to, among other things, change management, finance,
the evaluation and the various establishment stipulations (step-by-step
plan for steering model formulation, step-by-step plan for the identification
of products and services, drafting of step-by-step plan for risk policy, plan
of approach for financial management, scenario opening balance, risk analysis of the change process and the quality of the financial function.
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In contrast to the agency model, ZBOs have benefited from far less attention,
but this should change in the next few years. Recent adjustments to ZBOs have
included an increased attention to operational management of ZBOs. When establishing a ZBO, most attention is paid to the Establishment Act. The operational
management of ZBOs is not an essential point for attention. Because considerations involving control play a role more frequently in the decision to form a ZBO,
it is now being given more attention. An establishment procedure similar to the
agencies is being considered. This approach is being adopted in transforming the
Central Statistical Office.
The three most important lessons to be learned from the creation and management of agencies are:
• The creation of agencies is an important stimulus for results-oriented operating. Working
according to results is a process that can be taken in various steps. Going
through this process improves the transparency of relationships and
increases professionalism. In the Netherlands an agency is characterised as
a results-oriented management model in combination with the use of
accrual accounting. The emphasis is placed upon introducing a results-oriented
management model. The accrual accounting system is thereby instrumental.
• Getting the surroundings of the agency to change as well is an important factor of success.
There is, on the part of would-be agencies, a willingness to change. However,
this will not succeed if the surroundings of an agency (in particular the policy
department which places the orders) fail to change. If the policy department
continues its input-oriented management, then managing an agency according to a results-oriented management model only leads to frustration. This is
a problem that was encountered with the first agencies created.
• Becoming an agency is a complex and time-consuming process of change. Becoming an
agency does not take place overnight. Organisations that have gone a long
way in introducing results-oriented elements into their management can
make the switch responsibly in two to three years. Organisations with a
poorer starting position will sometimes follow a transitional path that will
take a few more years. It is important not to rush the changes in order to
guarantee cultural change within an organisation.
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